20th Anniversary Limited Edition key features:

- 1.8-litre 16-valve engine
- Smooth manual transmission
- Antilock Braking System (ABS) with Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD)
- Power-assisted steering
- Dual front airbags: Driver and passenger
- Dual-zone
- Unique 17" alloy wheels with 205/50R/WP75 tyres
- Chrome front grille, headlight and front fog light surrounds
- Body-coloured soft top covers
- Fixed roof lights
- Stainless door sill plates with "20th Anniversary" logo and unique limited edition numbering on driver's side
- Sports seats
- Leather steering wheel, pear headland and handbrake lever
- Body-coloured front, dashboard decorative panel
- Aluminium fuel pedal set
- Unique 20th Anniversary limited edition floor mats
- Remote control locking with keyless entry and remote boot release
- Electric windows with one-touch auto down
- Manual air-conditioning
- Single CD audio with six discs DVD radio, six speakers, MP3 / WMA-compatibility and auxiliary (AUX) input jack
- Steering wheel-mounted audio controls
- Choice of free Red, Crystal White Pearlised® or Aurora Blue Mica paint

Mazda Motors UK Limited reserves the right to introduce changes in specification and equipment due to on-going product development. Colour and trim samples shown in this brochure may vary from the actual colours because of the limitations of the printing process. It is recommended that you consult your Mazda dealer when referring to these information contained within this brochure or supplementary to the main vehicle brochure (MK2005).
CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF DRIVING THRILLS

The Mazda MX-5 raised a sensation when it first appeared on British roads in March 1990. The design’s low-slung, lightweight body and powerful, efficient engine offered a driving experience unlike any other. Mazda MX-5 owners everywhere knew they were sitting in a car that was built for fun, with driver-focused design and a focus on handling and performance.

Today, the Mazda MX-5 continues to embody the spirit of driving enjoyment, offering a unique blend of style, performance, and high-quality craftsmanship. The MX-5’s compact profile, agile handling, and responsive performance make it a favorite among drivers who value precision and control.

We want to continue celebrating the Mazda MX-5’s many achievements – and we’re doing so in style with the stunning new 20th Anniversary Limited Edition. This very special Mazda MX-5 features limited-hardware limited edition seat covers, limited edition wheels, and limited edition paint options, all of which come together to create a unique and memorable driving experience.

Twenty years ago, Mazda was credited with revolutionizing driving excitement through its cool and iconic MX-5. Today, as the world continues to embrace electric and autonomous vehicles, the Mazda MX-5 remains a timeless icon of driving enjoyment and enthusiasts. It’s a car that continues to inspire and delight drivers around the world.